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detailed suggestions in the use of various methods that are not possible to
transmit through research publications.
The subjects covered in Volume XI include nearly all the techniques
that would be needed in a thorough study of enzyme structure. Subjects
that would appear to be missing generally have been covered by articles in
previous volumes. The first section contains ten articles on amino acid
analysis and related procedures. The primary technique treated is that of
automatic amino acid analysis, although certain specific amino acid de-
terminations are included. Four articles on end-group analysis and four
articles on methods of subunit separation follow.
The fourth and fifth sections deal with techniques for cleavage of disul-
fide and peptide bonds, respectively. They are followed by 11 articles on
separation of peptides and eight articles on sequence determination. The
eighth section includes 25 articles on general techniques for modification
of enzyme structure. These cover a very broad range, from oxidation with
hydrogen peroxide to limited proteolysis by exopeptidase. Seven articles
describe techniques specific for certain enzymes or enzyme classes.
The last section brings together a number of techniques classified as being
suitable for investigation of conformation changes, although in general they
are of much broader significance. These techniques include titration, hy-
drogen exchange, difference spectroscopy, fluorescence, reporter groups,
dialysis and diffusion, and immunological approaches. The broader nature
of the topics covered make these articles more comprehensive than those in
the preceding sections. In particular, the very comprehensive article on
fluorescence measurements by L. Brand and B. Witholt is worthy of
special note.
From this summary of the contents of this volume it should be apparent
that the order of presentation is most pertinent, following the logical order
in which the techniques would be used upon purification of a new enzyme.
Moreover, the volume may be of greater general value than previous vol-
umes because of the general nature of the techniques presented. Indeed, of
the 94 articles in the volume, nine are limited to use for only a small class
of enzymes. The remaining 85 articles would be of use to investigators con-
cerned with any aspect of enzyme structure.
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Since the present volume conceptualizes the problems of psychiatry in
World War II primarily in terms of mobilization, manpower, selection,
training, and utilization of military personnel, it might more aptly have
been entitled: "To Conserve the Fighting Strength." The magnitude of the
task was herculean. During World War II, 11.5 per cent of the registrants
examined were classified IV-F for neuropsychiatric reasons, approximately
9 per cent of all those who served in the Army were hospitalized at one
timiie for neuropsychiatric conditions, and 43.9 per cent of all disability dis-
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charges were for neuropsychiatric disorders. It was impossible for such
a situation not to come to the attention of command. The response is amply
documented in the present volume.
Neuropsychiatry in World War II deals with the frustrations, failures,
and successes of the administrative and professional personnel in negotiating
the Scylla and Charybdis between organizational responsibility and respect
for the individual. In a setting where necessity often dictated policy, where
policy was not always consistent but quick to change, and where the deci-
sion-making apparatus was, at best, cumbersome with little congruence
between expertise and power, this was no mean task. It is a credit to the
inventiveness and persistence of the people involved that some 25 years later
it is possible to write not only of the lessons learned, but also of the changes
resulting from these lessons. Nor should the lessons be regarded as un-
important, for they include the conceptual foundations of many current
psychiatric practices, particularly in the spheres of milieu therapy and
community psychiatry. The book, however, is not primarily concerned with
clinical issues. It is, foremost a historical account of the processes that de-
fined policy and thereby determined the clinical workload of the psychiatrist.
While there is statistical data on the prevalence and incidence of neuropsy-
chiatric disorders, and theoretical material, particularly in reference to the
issues of secondary gain and the relationship between predisposition and
stress, the vast majority of the sections on psychiatry in practice discuss
the elaboration of the organization of services and the recruitment and
training of core personnel.
If the reader's interest is in the relationship between policy formation,
organizational structure, and program development, Neuropsychiatry in
World War II is to be recommended. The reader should be forewarned,
however, that the book itself suffers from certain organizational deficits
related to the multiplicity of authors and manifest by a degree of repetitious-
ness and redundancy.
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Professor Konorski's book may be considered the scientific culmination of
the career of one of the most distinguished contemporary psychologists, and
represents a comprehensive blending of information of Eastern and Western
literature about cerebral analyzers, conditioned reflexes, and behavioral
activities. Professor Konorski's previous book, Conditioned Reflexes and
Neuron Organization, had the noble purpose of reconciling the extensive
information obtained by Pavlov's School with Sherrington's principles of
central nervous activity, unifying doctrinal-and often emotional-dis-
parities in scientific thought.
The present book has the same unifying principle, enriched by a wealth
of new neurophysiological data and supplemented by studies of human be-
havior in normal and brain damaged patients. A controversial point is
whether introspection may provide information at parity with overt be-
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